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The head of the Governmental Coalition in Israel, Mickey Zohar, revealed that the measures
to legislate the process of imposing Israeli sovereignty on all Jewish residential communities
in the West Bank will begin in early July.

The Likud MP said in a radio interview today, that the government will approve the draft law
on this, and then it will be submitted to the Knesset for approval, expecting that these
measures will continue for only a few weeks.

Representative Zohar announced that the concerned authorities are currently working on
mapping in order to reach understandings with the American administration about the areas
that Israel will impose their sovereignty over in the West Bank.

In response to a question about whether the White House would insist on the establishment
of a Palestinian state in exchange for the annexation, the head of the government coalition
said: “He opposes this demand, expressing his conviction that Israel will not give up the
annexation in any case.”

He stressed that the government would also not agree to freezing construction work in
isolated  residential  compounds  in  the  occupied  West  Bank,  but  was  ready  to  freeze
construction in places not close to those that would be imposed on Israeli sovereignty.

The Palestinian leadership has already rejected this planned annexation, as the President of
the Palestinian Authority, Mahmoud Abbas, withdrew from all agreements with the U.S. and
Israel over this contingency.

Featured image courtesy of Almasdar News: Houses are seen in the West Bank Jewish settlement of
Karmel, near Hebron May 24, 2016.
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